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Computers & Typesetting, Volume A: The TeXbookAddison Wesley, 1986
This guide to computer typesetting using TeX is written by Donald Knuth, the system's creator. TeX offers both writers and publishers the ability to produce plain or technical text, especially text containing a great deal of mathematics, comparable to the work of the finest printers. Novice and expert alike will find The TeXbook useful; it is...
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Reinforced Concrete Designer's HandbookTaylor & Francis, 1988
Since the last edition appeared under the Viewpoint imprint of the Cement and Concrete Association, this Handbook has been in the ownership of two new publishers. I am delighted that it has now joined the catalogue of engineering books published by Spon, one of the most respected names in technical publishing in the world, and that its success is...
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Navigation Signal Processing for GNSS Software Receivers (Gnss Technology and Applications)Artech House Publishers, 2010

	The continuous developments of software-defined radio technology resulted in the appearance of the first real-time GPS software radios at the beginning of this century. For the first time, it was possible to realize a complete GNSS receiver without going into the depths of cumbersome hardware development that requires development or...
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Hacker Techniques, Tools, and Incident Handling (Jones & Bartlett Learning Information Systems Security & Assurance Series)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2010

	Hacker Techniques, Tools, and Incident Handling begins with an examination of the landscape, key terms, and concepts that a security professional needs to know about hackers and computer criminals who break into networks, steal information, and corrupt data. It goes on to review the technical overview of hacking: how attacks target networks...
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The Anatomy of Peace: Resolving the Heart of ConflictBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	NEW EDITION, REVISED AND UPDATED

	

	What if conflicts at home, conflicts at work, and conflicts in the world stem from the same root cause?

	

	What if we systematically misunderstand that cause?

	

	And what if, as a result, we systematically perpetuate the very problems we think we are...
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Creating Effective Presentations: Staff Development with ImpactRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2011

	Creating Effective Presentations: Staff Development with Impact presents a comprehensive approach to creating compelling, interactive staff development sessions. The book is highly practical, summing up important research in the field of visual communication, graphic design, and...
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3G CDMA2000 Wireless System EngineeringArtech House Publishers, 2004
Breaking down complex technology into easy-to-understand concepts, this hands-on, system-level resource offers expert guidance in designing, optimizing, and managing a CDMA2000 wireless network. The book focuses on the development of practical knowledge that can be readily applied in the field, and also provides the theoretical background needed to...
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MasterCases in Hand and Wrist SurgeryThieme Medical Publishers, 2004

	Textbook surgical education usually follows a predictable format involving fairly
	in-depth descriptions of various pathologic conditions including etiology, pathophysiology,
	symptomatology, diagnostic procedures, conservative management, and
	surgical treatment. Although there is variation in the emphasis different books place
	on each...
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Idea-ology: The Designer's Journey: Turning Ideas into Inspired DesignsRockport Publishers, 2010

	
		Great design is something that makes you pause and think. That’s because there is a pure concept behind that design. Without a strong concept, design is...
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The Extracted MBA: A Topical Reference for the Contemporary MBAUniversal Publishers, 2000
The Extracted MBA represents the culmination of a decade's worth of undergraduate and graduate study, as well my practical management experiences, both in my work and in the courses I teach. Upon being awarded my MBA in 1998, I searched for a book that could concisely provide a reference, a recap if you will, of what I had learned in my years of...
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Acting Lessons for TeachersPraeger Publishers, 2006
We love teaching. Both your authors and you, the readers, love the classroom experience. We accept that the students don’t always learn as much or as readily as we might have hoped, and we accept that we might not have executed a planned lesson as smoothly as we had hoped. But we still love the excitement of the first day, the thrill of...
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Haunted by Combat: Understanding PTSD in War VeteransPraeger Publishers, 2007

	Across history, the condition has been called soldier's heart, shell shock, or combat fatigue. It is now increasingly common as our service men and women return from Iraq, Afghanistan, and other ongoing combat zones. Since 1990, Veterans' centers here have treated more than 1.6 million affected men and women, including an estimated...
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